
Challenge Overview
FIU Local Manager: Rigoberto Olivera roliv053@fiu.edu

FIU Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Haiyan Jiang (haiyan.jiang@fiu.edu)
WxChallege Competition Website: https://www.wxchallenge.com/
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http://tcpf.fiu.edu/Jiang/education/wxchallenge/index.html
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What is WxChallenge?
� Website: https://www.wxchallenge.com/ 

� WxChallenge is the North American collegiate weather forecasting 
competition

� “Forecast the maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation, 
and maximum wind speeds for select U.S. cities. Over a ten-week 
period (each semester), you'll compete against top student and 
faculty meteorologists for honors as the top weather forecaster in 
North America”. 

� Why to participate?
� Gain hands-on experiences on how to do real-time weather 

forecast
� Prepare you to be a weather forecaster
� Compete for FIU local winner awards and WxChallenge national 

awards
� Shine your resume with your participation and award-winning 

records



How to sign up for WxChallenge?
� The competition runs 20 weeks per year (10 weeks for each semester) to make 

weather forecasts for 10 U.S. cities (2 weeks per city).  Registration opens twice 
every year at the beginning of Fall and Spring semester. In Fall semester, the 
competition usually starts on the 4th Monday of September; while in Spring, it 
starts on the 4th Monday of January.  The registration deadline is usually one day 
before the competition starting date. Please check on the WxChallenge website 
for updates.

� You’ll need to be affiliated with a University (students, faculty, or alumni) to sign 
up. As an FIU team member, you will need to register by yourself at 
(https://www.wxchallenge.com/registration.php) and enter the FIU registration 
key (meyS8PBZd). If you are a student of our department and signing up for the 
full year at the Fall registration, your registration fee will be covered by the 
department. Our local manager Rigo Olivera (roliv053@fiu.edu) will pay the fees 
for you. Otherwise, you’ll need to pay your fee to Rigo separately ($3/semester or 
$5/full year). Please email him if you have additional questions.

https://www.wxchallenge.com/registration.php
mailto:roliv053@fiu.edu


FIU Local Winner Award & Department 
Support

� The Department of Earth & Environment has been generously supporting the 
FIU team participation by providing prizes to local winners each year since 2012-
2013. 

� We give out 11 local winner awards each year for the top-ranked FIU team 
members locally for the 10 cities and the final tournament round. Starting 2017-
2018 school year, we set up a limit that each student can only win up to 3 local 
winner awards (one winning out of 5 cities in each semester and one winning for 
the final tournament round) each year. That way, we could have more students 
to win.

� Starting 2020-2021 school year, the department also covers the registration 
fee for FIU students if you sign up for the full year at the Fall 
registration, which is highly recommend. The registration fee is 
$3/semester or $5/full year. If you sign up only for the fall and later decide you 
want to do it for the spring as well, you will have to pay the Spring registration 
fee by yourself. 

� FIU WxChallenge website maintained by Dr. Jiang provides a history of FIU 
team ranking & local winner list each year: 
http://tcpf.fiu.edu/Jiang/education/wxchallenge/index.html

http://tcpf.fiu.edu/Jiang/education/wxchallenge/index.html


2020-2021’s team rank & local winners



Brief Intro – Changes in Rules
� Discussed in depth later – but here are a few changes from a

few years ago

� 1.) The WxChallenge website layout has changed a bit. But the 
basic contents are still the same.  Images shown below were 
copied from the old layout. 

� 2.) Participant’s scores do not count towards team totals if 
participating in half year 
� If you only participate in fall or spring, scores do not affect team 

outcome
� We highly recommend signing up for the full year during the 

Fall registration. If you sign up only for the fall, and later decide 
you want to do it for the spring as well, you will have to pay the 
Spring registration fee by yourself & your scores also will not count 
for the team standings!



When to Forecast?
� Forecast 4 times a week (Mon-Thurs) for 5 

predetermined cities a semester

� Each city has 8 total days of forecasting

� Forecast is always for the next day (Tues-Fri)

� Forecast is always due at 00 Z (8 PM EDT)

� UTC DOES NOT participate in Daylight Savings Time

� After daylight savings time ends forecasts are due at 7 
PM EST (Nov 6th)

� Forecast can be entered in advance and modified as 
many times as you want before daily deadline



When to Forecast? (cont’d)
� Forecast for a 24-hour period
� 06 Z to 06 Z the next day 
� Example: On Monday, your forecast will be due by 00 Z 

(8 PM EDT). The forecast period starts 6 hours later at 
06 Z (2 AM) Tuesday and goes until 06 Z (2 AM) 
Wednesday

� Do this 4 times weekly
� Time change affects forecast times 
� Forecasts will be due at 7pm during Standard time, while 

forecast period goes from 1 AM to 1 AM.

� Note: forecast period is always 06 Z – 06 Z, so if the city is 
in a different time zone the local forecast period changes 
(i.e. Houston, TX will be 1 AM to 1 AM CDT, or 12 AM to 12 
AM CST). But forecasts will still be due at the 00 Z 
equivalent for EDT or EST



What to Forecast
� High and Low temperature (°F)

� Maximum Wind Speed (knots)
� 1 knot = 1.15 mph
� NOT maximum wind gust, just the 1-min sustained wind 

speed

� Total rainfall or melted snow equivalent, to the nearest 
0.01”

� Note: Melted snow equivalent may not be as much as total 
precipitable water. For example, just because 1 inch of 
snow falls, this does not mean the total rainfall amount will 
be 1 inch



Forecast Schedule

� Go to WxChallenge website 
(https://www.wxchallenge.com/) >> Challenge >> 
Schedule >> select the current school year for more 
information as they release the schedule city by city.

� The starting city will be published when the competition 
starting time (4th Monday of September and 4th Monday 
of January) approaches. 

� Each city will run for 2 weeks.



Scoring
� Based on a cumulative error point system 

� High/Low: one point for each degree difference 

� Wind: 0.5 error points for each knot difference

� Rainfall:
� 0.4 points for each 0.01 of error in the verification range 

from 0.00 to 0.10 inclusive. 
� 0.3 points for each 0.01 of error in the verification range 

from 0.11 to 0.25 inclusive.
� 0.2 points for each 0.01 of error in the verification range 

from 0.26 to 0.50 inclusive.
� 0.1 points for each 0.01 of error in the verification range 

over 0.50.



Scoring (cont’d)
� Example
� Forecast: 81 / 65 / 10 knots / 0.11”
� Actual:     82/ 62 / 11 knots / 0.30”
� Error
� 1 point for high
� 3 points for low
� .5 points for wind

� Precip error
� (25-11) * (0.3) = 4.2 for range 0.11 to 0.25
� (30-25) * (0.2) = 1.0 for range 0.26 to 0.50
� Total precipitation error = 5.2 points

� Total error: 1+3+0.5+5.2 = 9.7 points



Scoring (cont’d)



Missing Forecasts
� DON’T MISS FORECASTS!
� 10 point penalty for missing a forecast or entering “guidance” 

or “persistence” PLUS the difference in error between guidance 
and the actual forecast which often equals 20-30 error points

� You need to enter a “numerical” forecast which means one that 
you personally entered to avoid penalties

� Missing a single forecast will hurt your score for the entire year 
and prevent you from finishing in the top 500 for that city

� To stop yourself from forgetting:
� Just enter a forecast in advance for the entire week. It takes 

30 seconds, literally any forecast will do, even if it is off by 10 
degrees it is better than forgetting to forecast

� Modify the forecast the day before



Missing Forecasts (cont’d)



Scoring Definitions

� Lots of statistics on the site—don’t get confused, just 
concentrate on making accurate forecasts

� Cumulative error is your total error points for the city

� Normalized score is only used for your overall 
ranking. Zero is average. Negative is good. Don’t 
worry about it now, look up the rules page if you are 
interested. 



Team Scores

� 33.3% is average of top 5 forecasters

� 33.3% is average of median 5 forecasters

� 33.3% is average of all forecasters

� If you decide to withdraw from the competition or 
forget to forecast more than about 10 times, your 
score does not count. 



Reading the Results 





Submitting Forecasts
� Go to Wxchallenge.com >> Challenge >> Submit Forecast

� There you can enter your username and password and select your 
school (FIU)

� Enter the High, Low, Wind Speed (in kt, not mph) and 
precipitation (inches)

� Can submit forecasts for up to three days after the required 
forecast (recommended). Modify forecast as necessary

� Before submission, please select “Yes” on “Email Forecast” 
to avoid loss of records and other website issues

� Click “Submit Forecast for Verification” button at bottom of page



Submitting Forecasts (cont’d)







How to Forecast

� Guidance can be found from these models:

� MOS Data

� http://www.weather.gov/mdl/mos_getbull#selectsta

� USL Mesoscale model

� http://www.microclimates.org/forecast/wxchallenge.html

� NWS

� Other options

� Current observation or local forecasts

� Radar and satellite imagery

� Wisconsin mm5 models 

� Websites such as Tropical Tidbits or Mike’s Weather Page

� For more details, please see
http://faculty.fiu.edu/~hajian/Useful_Links_for_WxChallenge_Competi
tion.pdf

http://faculty.fiu.edu/~hajian/Useful_Links_for_WxChallenge_Competition.pdf




Teamwork Policy

� Can discuss strategy, data sources, and work together

� However, everyone must enter their own individual 
forecast

� Specifically, you can’t tell other people the exact numbers 
that you forecasted until after 8 PM, but you can say “I’m 
thinking it will be warmer than the GFS because…”



Awards

� Very nice engraved trophies are given to the top 2 forecasters 
in each category (Fresh/Soph, Junior/Senior, Grad student) for 
each city

� Previously, we had many FIU forecasters finish in top 500 of all 
forecasters cumulative, and some even made it to the wild card 
round or the final tournament! 

� Awards also given to winners of the bracket tournament and to 
the highest ranked team

� We would like to continue to improve our team result: 
� Best rank so farà2022-2023: 25th out of 68 teams nation-wide
� Our goal: get ranked higher!



Final Tips
� DO NOT FORGET TO FORECAST!!!!!

� Sign up for the whole year! Don’t do just one semester if you want 
to help the FIU team out!

� When in doubt, forecast 0.00” for rain. It is not worth it to put 
0.01”-0.04” if there is only a small chance of rain

� The final wind speed is almost always higher than the MOS 
forecast. The USL is quite reliable for wind speed in most cases

� The actual results are not official until the climatology report is 
submitted at 5 AM. The high/low usually change by one degree 
and the wind updates higher. 

� If you are not doing well, remember that the scores reset every 2 
weeks and your worst city (fall and spring) is dropped from your 
cumulative score.



Final Tips (cont’d)
� One way to improve is to look at distributions. Compare 

your forecast to the mean of other forecasters. If there is 
a significant difference (i.e. the mean high was 85 and 
you said 78), try to figure out what most people were 
seeing that you weren’t. 

� However, it is very common for crazy things to happen 
that mess up everyone’s forecast. You just want to be 
closer to the correct numbers than the average

� There are over 1,500 forecasters, so finishing in the top 
500 is excellent and even a rank of 800 is helping our 
team. Don’t get discouraged! 



Last But Not Least
� If you have any questions, feel free to email our local 

manager Rigo at roliv053@fiu.edu. 

� Good luck and most importantly: Have fun!!


